We start with a simple example.
Imr<0. For the mixed problem considered to be well posed the number of boundary operators to be given should be equal to that of roots f of A Q (T, ?) =0 with Im?>0. Therefore to the above example we may give a boundary condition u |*=o-g(0 9 f°r example,, Then in our paper it will be shown that there exists the unique solution u&H 00 ((Q, T) with ^o,r ft ,o=l for 0^r k^m -l 9 We assume all the coefficients of {P, B k } are smooth in R+xR n .
Furthermore we impose the following assumption (A) on {P, B k } : actually we have m = 3 9 P 3 (f, x, r, f) = (^) 0 (r, f)» ^ = 3/2, ^i = flf, ^ = f, Now we consider a flat mixed problem for {P, B k } satisfying the assumption (A). . M. P.)) n B k [_u] =g to (t,j>) , l^k^m + , on (0, T) g and gto are ji at at , =0-R ecently Sakamoto [10] with f y = (^/ + 7/+i)/2 ? l^A^?7z/2 and ??z is even 8 J/ has more degeneracy than our operator P at £ = 0 and {& j\ are boundary operators associated with jtf. Then she gave a sufficient condition for the problem to be //^-well posed and then showed that in case ^X) the problem is C°°-well posed 0 However her result in [10] is not a full extension of [8; 9] in such a sense that on the equations some stronger conditions are assumed in [10] than in [8; 9] , The aim of this paper is to obtain a complete extension of Sakamoto's result in [8; 9] without assuming m to be even 0 We shall consider such mixed problem with flat data at £ = 0 in §1^ §4 and with data which are not always flat at £ -0 in Appendix., Our main result is as follows. [8; 9] , the desired estimate is derived from estimates for some singular integral operators with a parameter ^>0. In [8; 9] for this purpose sufficient smoothness was needed for their corresponding symbols. However in our case the symbols are not smooth at s = 0. To overcome this difficulty we must investigate the properties of the operator H(t 9 y 9 7-, A, D y ) with the symbol h(t,y\ ^ r, ??) satisfying where 08 at1t is a non-regular symbol class introduced in Sakamoto [7] where HI and H 2 are such operators. By making use of these estimates we can derive the desired estimate. This paper is organized as follows.
In the first section the existence and uniqueness theorem is proved from an energy inequality by an approximation method. In Section 2 we shall investigate the property of the singular integral operators with non-regular symbols and in Section 3 we derive some basic estimates for them 0 The final section is devoted to the proof of the energy inequality for (F. M. P.) used in Section 1. In Appendix we consider a degenerate hyperbolic mixed problem with data which are not necessarily flat at t = Q a
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In the same procedure we define
hen (F. M. P.) can be reduced to the problem: for Ti = T\
Now we prove the existence of solution of (1. 
Let us consider in detail the singular integral operator associated with a non-regular symbol with a parameter ?C>0. Let
+l and for any (x 9 0) ^F and s^>0 it holds (x,s6)^F, and let //(#; 7-3 r, 77) be homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to (7-, r, TJ) . Now according to [7] we introduce a symbol class for 
Let //(^"O e«^a ife (a^0). Then there exists an extension H(X f )
of H(X'} such that H(X') is homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to (r, r, rj) ^R n+l and that H(X') satisfies (see [7] ).
We put a lm (t, jO = \ H(t, y\ 7-, r, /?) ^(7-, r, 77)^5 Then we have 
where H°(x') =H(t 9 y\ 0 5 r 9 57) and H l (X') is homogeneous of degree -1 with respect to (7-, r 3 37) .
Proposition Q Q For constants 0<a<l, 0^<5 and 0<^ assume that c (t, y} satisfies the following properties: The proof consists of two parts,, We begin with the proof for the case when H(X'} is independent of (£, jO« We shall prepare two lemmas. Gathering these results we obtain i).
ii) Noting that \z Q (D%c)u\ ^ \ (D^^u \ + \z 0 (D%c 2 )u^C( \w I +8\u |), the proof of ii) is carried out using Lemma 2. 1.
The proof of Proposition 0. By combining i) with ii) of Lemma 2.2 we easily see that it holds for i = 0, ..., n -1,
\\(c(t, y)H( r , D h D,) -H( r , D t , D^c
Next we consider the case where H(X') depends on (t, y). Let expand H(X'} in spherical harmonics in (2. 6) and apply the above estimate to every term of the numerical series. Then by the well known properties about [Y lm ] we see that they are dominated in Now we consider a non-regular symbol H(X') of the form:
where Hp(X') and H 8 (X') are non-regular symbols of degree 0 with Q<^fjt^d<^c 0 <^oo and H r is a regular symbol, and 0<^a<^l 9 /zEEJV". Actually it will be shown in §4 that such a non-regular symbol does exist. We assume h is chosen appropriately large in the following argument. We note that from (**)-ii), iii) and iv) in the above it follows that
Let R, (r, r, 7 ) -(r, 7 ) JA(y, r, 9 ) (» = 0, . . . , n -1) and # 7 (j-, r, 9) = r/A(f, r, ij).
First we shall prove (3.1) for k = l. We have For A=l we have
AJP-#A=JZ
The same method used in deriving (3.5) in Lemma 3 0 1. leads to (3.9) Also in case k is odd (^3), making use of (3.8), (3.9) we have
In the same manner we have ii). 8 We note by Lemma 14. 1 in Ohya [6] we can see Then we setL and The following notation is introduced for our convenience., ~ means that the difference between the right and left side terms in some k equality is dominated by const* W k (u). = means that the difference between the right hand side and left hand side terms in the equality represents a function whose ^f_ r -norm does not exceed const. <pk(u).
Let Qj^& at00 . Since we take 7-sufficiently large and choose fi away from 0 in §4, we may assume for any j>0 f~s is small enough and JT I <^CI for some constant 
Therefore the lemma is proved.
As in the proof of Lemma 3. 1 ' the following results hold from Lemma 3/2^-3.6 for u defined in Lemma 3. 1'. c Lemina 3 8 6'. Since taking ft so small that 0<C^<C^i ^((H^+H^Au^ Au)^_ is a harmless term for our estimate, we have the desired estimate by using Garding's inequality.
Lemma 3.2'. ( (H-H*) A\
( (Ab (0 H d -H 8 Ab (0 } A*~lb (0 -\ QA^u) ^"Q.
Remark 3 0
We consider a special case where H §=0 in (**). Then the condition d^fj, in (**) and (**)-iii) can be removed and we note still the same arguments as in the above go well for d = Q and 0</^? toOo Thus we see that all the results in this section hold for d = 0 in this case. Now we shall derive the energy estimate (1.5) and subsequently the estimate (0.7). In this section we write s defined in (1.1) by t again for convenience.
Remark 4. Even if in
We proceed the following argument according to [9] (X 0 Proof, We take ^3 a irreducible fraction whose denominator is odd and 0<j8<l. Then we have 
Now we denote a(X") by a 8 (X").
In the following argument we take h appropriately large.
If a symbol P(Z") =p r (X'") +p^(X ff ) +p 8 (X"} satisfies (***), we say
P(X") is a symbol of the type A(X"}.
Then we can observe that symbols of the type A(X") satisfy (**) and for any fixed e, Lemma A and B hold for singular Integral operators with these symbols. Therefore all the result in §3 hold for these operators,, We use sometimes the following notation in this section 0 7 3 57) where f e/J and pi(X") is a symbol of the type A(X"), we write P V (X", 0 =2 p^X'^^A 1 (v=r, p and 3).
j=0
From now on for any local symbol our concern Is only the operator with its standard extension. Therefore we write a(X") for d(X"} simply. <~0 (by Lemma A-ii)).
In the same manner we have the last term of the right hand side of (4.6)^0. Hence we obtain U, q 8 Au)^>_ (by using Lemma 3. 6')-
Since the proof of (4. 5) for other cases are more easy, we omit it. In the same way we have using Lemma 3 0 3-ii)
Lemma 4.4. For non-negative integer m let H(X") and Hi(X"} be symbols of the type A(X") with p^>max(m, 2) where p is appeared in
We return to the proof of Proposition 2 0 We denote b(t) by t for simplicity. We have We have by Lemma 4. 4
Thus we arrive at (4. 11).
In case i^j 9 integrating by parts and making use of Lemma 4.3 we have We have for i^m -1 by using Lemma 4.3 the last term e>/(4. 13) ^(p m -i l8 Q q m -^j. 8 by the reverse procedure to ii) (4. 14) _ in the same procedure from (4. 6) to the end of the proof of Lemma 4 0 3
aking account of p Q ,d= 1 obviously the above result remains valid for Ofgir^m, too. Consequently by repeating the above procedure interchanging i and j 9 we arrive at (4. 10) for the case where P(X", £)=P,CT, £)+£" and Q/X", £)=&,(**, f).
Other cases are proved more easily,, Therefore we omit it.
In the rest of this paper we denote b(f) by t for simplicity,,
Set T = 0 -if for a el? and
Following to Sakamoto [9] let us separate the standard extension of Hj (X,£) into the two parts such that Hj(X, f) = Hj(X 9 f) -irH^X, f) where
here h' H (X) and h"ji(X) are real symbols for l^i^m ja Obviously these symbols have the same properties as A Z (X"\ that is, these are symbols of the type A(X"}. Since in the proof of Lemma 3. 5 in [9] by the same way as derived (4. 18)
Similarly the absolute value of (4. 27) is dominated by const.
±(M)). Consequently we obtain
Hence by (4.19), (4. 24) ~~ (4. 26) ± and the just obtained inequality we get the desired result.
Here and in the rest of this paper let u be the solution of (1.4). We consider the symbol P mB in a neighborhood U(X^) of X=X Q as Now we take // so small that 2 -C(a)//>0.
Recalling that the coefficients of {P B9 B Je } are constant in R n+1 \K, following to [9] we have (4.35) Then, by (4. 34) and (4. 35) we have i
where v = C(a}jjt+ (C 5 + C 3 ) f"
1
. Now we take ^ so large that for any T = Ti ft holds 2 -v>0. Then we note that we can take C 6 independent of such r . Let M(s) ^4(C a + 2c a^) (2-y)-1 + 3 B
Since it was shown in [9] that the solution u of (1. 4) is independent of 7-, by integration by parts, it holds Integrating the both sides of (4. 37) over (ft, oo) the above inequality implies that we have by the dominated convergence theorem By making use of (4. 28) and (4. 29) we have for \a \ =s and h= 1 9 In case A:^! by the same procedure from (4.40) to (4.42) we obtain (0.7). When 0<><1 5 by taking M so large that in the same way we have the desired result.
x In §1^ §4 we considered the flat mixed problem for a degenerate hyperbolic equation Here we shall consider a degenerate hyperbolic mixed problem without imposing the flatness at £ = 0 on data,,
We define for a non-negative integer l^m Thus the proof can be accomplished by using the same technique as stated in §1~ §4.
